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Head’s Introduction

Congratulations!
I am delighted by the exceptionally high
standards of our Year 13 students and
remain incredibly proud of them. These
excellent A level results, although gained
in unusual and difficult circumstances,
remain the result of two years’ hard work
and commitment alongside our internal
controlled assessments. I commend
our students for their resilience and positivity throughout this period
alongside the dedication of our teachers and the support of our parent
body. In common with their year group across the UK, our students have
been through so much and, although I would have wished for a different
experience for these young people, they can move forward confident in
the knowledge that they have displayed tenacity and courage in the face
of adversity. I look forward to hearing from our students as they become
Old Woodbridgians and hearing of their future successes.
Miss Shona Norman
Head

Results Headlines
Out of 67 A-Level students in total:
Ȉ

33% A*

Ȉ

65% A*-A

Ȉ

87% A*-B

Ȉ

95% A*-C

> Most common grade was A*, followed by A
> Ten pupils scored straight A* grades
> 39% of the year group scored straight A grades.

CASE STUDY: Aryan Arora

A Levels:
Biology A*
Chemistry A*
Maths A*
Aryan will study Medicine at
UCL in September.

Aryan joined us from Kesgrave School and was awarded the
Richard Ward Scholarship for STEM.
How did Woodbridge School help?: The support network you get and
the respect you receive is brilliant I have been able to follow my passion
and stretch my skills. They go so much further and make me passionate
about what I want to learn.
What is your best moment?: My first day here, how welcoming and
lovely everyone was and the second I met all my teachers all my nerves
went. I enjoyed leaving too because, I felt ready to leave school and take
the next step.

CASE STUDY: Charlotte Dinwiddy

A Levels:
English A*
History A*
Latin A*
Charlotte will study English
Cambridge.

Charlotte joined us in Year 3 at Queens (Woodbridge School Prep).

How did Woodbridge School help? The support in applying for
Cambridge has been amazing, Miss Wright and Mr Edwards have been
brilliant and really helped me.
What is your best moment?: Getting straight 9’s at GCSE.
What do you love most?: The community feel at Woodbridge, you genuinely know everyone really well.

CASE STUDY: Nathaniel Gunn

A Levels:
Chemistry A*
Biology A*
Maths A*
Spanish A*
Mental Health EPQ
Nathaniel will study Natural
Sciences at Queens’ College,
Cambridge.

Nathaniel joined us in Year 7 earning a Music scholarship from Woodbridge,
which he has followed with a Choral scholarship to Queens’ Cambridge.
How did Woodbridge School help? The School are so encouraging
and get us to explore all our talents. I’m so thankful to the tutors and
teachers, they make WBS so special. They are always happy to help and so
kind knowledgeable and supportive. I’m grateful the school took a chance
on me in Y7. I didn’t know that exploring my love of singing would lead to
a scholarship to Cambridge!
What is your best moment?: I really loved the closing night of Wizard
of Oz where I played the Tin Man it was so special, was a huge highlight for
me.

CASE STUDY: Sophie Harper

A Levels:
English Literature A*
French A*
Greek A*
Latin A*
Sophie will study Classic at
Trinity College, Cambridge.

Sophie is Head Girl and plays cricket for the 1st Team she joined us in Year 8
from Switzerland.
How did Woodbridge School help? Miss Wright inspired me in Year
10, I would not have done Classics without her.
What is your best moment?: Joining Sixth Form, it really is different.
The relationship with teachers changes, you get more independence and
you are genuinely treated like adults.
What do you love most?: My friends and my teachers, I could not
have gone through the Covid-19 pandemic without them

CASE STUDY: Saif Toubasey

A Levels:
Chemistry A
Biology A*
Maths A*
Maths A*
Saif will study Medicine at
Kings College, London in
September.

Saif joined us in Year 7 from a local primary school.

How did Woodbridge School help? I joined in Year 7 and was quite
academic but Woodbridge helped me explore other parts of school life
and helped me become more rounded. I got into rugby, hockey, chess and
guitar.
What is your best moment?: Being made Head of RAF and Deputy
Head Boy. Defending for our lives and beating our rivals in a hockey
match!
What do you love most?: It’s amazing how close the students and
teachers are, I am on good terms with everyone, this is a really healthy

CASE STUDY: Hugo Thomas

A Levels:
Economics A
Geography A
Maths B
Hugo is going on to study
politics and international
relations and Manchester
University.

How did Woodbridge School help? It helped me get the most out of
opportunities like learning to play hockey from scratch to being in the 1st
team.
What is your best moment?: Today – A Level results day! And when I
captained the hockey team beating our local rivals.
What do you love most?: How friendly everyone is, the school
environment and how easy it was made for us during the pandemic. We
all helped each other out.

CASE STUDY: Sophie Graham

A Levels:
Biology A*
Spanish A*
Maths A*

Sophie is going on to explore more of Spain with the Erasmus programme.
How did Woodbridge School help? Miss Brown and how easy it was
made for us to study, they really help take the other stresses away.
What is your best moment?: Salamanca Spanish trip during Intensive
Spanish in Year 9.
What do you love most?: My friends and my teachers.

CASE STUDY: Petronella Powel

A Levels:
Physics B
Geography B
Maths B
Petronella is going on study
Mechanical Engineering at
Coventry University.

How did Woodbridge School help? Whenever I had a problem with
any of my school work there would always be a teacher willing to help me.
What is your best moment?: Being a part of MUN (Model United
Nations) has been brilliant for me, it has helped me develop my confidence
so much and has really helped me improve my public speaking skill.
What do you love most?: One of the things I love most about
Woodbridge School is the vast array of extra-curricular activities offered
from science to MUN!
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